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CLICK TRAVEL AND BOOKING.COM JOIN FORCES TO BOOST SAVINGS FOR 

BUSINESS TRAVELLERS 

Travel tech business Click Travel can now offer further discounted rates on global 

accommodation for business travellers, after securing a second partnership deal with 

Booking.com. 

The new relationship expands on the previous partnership, which integrated Booking.com’s 

exclusive accommodation rates into Click Travel's own reservation platform, by providing an 

additional 10% discount.  

Combined with Click Travel’s multiple direct connections to rail and air fares, business 

travellers can now consolidate all elements of their travel booking for easier invoicing and 

management. 

With these special rates available at tens of thousands of participating Booking.com 

properties around the world, there are significant savings to be made. Travellers may also 

find themselves with more choice available, due to more hotels and other types of 

accommodation now potentially being within their travel policy or corporate budget. 

Click Travel CEO Jill Palmer said: “Our partnership with Booking.com has gone from 

strength to strength over the years and we’re delighted to now be able to offer our customers 

even greater savings on their hotel stays. We want to be able to offer our customers the 

widest choice possible and working with Booking.com has helped us to achieve this.” 

Jason Grist, Area Manager for Business Travel, UK and Northern Europe at Booking.com 

said: “We’re constantly looking for ways to leverage our partnerships with key players in the 

industry to deliver more choice and value to business travellers everywhere. We’re very 

pleased to be able to offer these special rates to Click Travel’s corporate customers, making 

it even easier for them to find the stays that are right for them and their budgets.” 
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Notes to editor 

Click Travel is an award-winning travel management company that reduces the cost and complexity of 

travel management by combining industry-leading customer service with its own technology.  

PRESS INFORMATION 



Aggregating content from multiple distribution networks into a unique single platform, Click Travel gives 

organisations the control to drive savings through behavioural change and policy compliance, combined 

with expert advice from its offline and account management teams.  

Based in the heart of Birmingham, Click Travel is home to an ever-expanding group of passionate, 

dedicated, expert staff who always go the extra mile to provide genuinely outstanding service to a raft 

of satisfied clients. 

For more information contact James Boley or Lucy Pitcher at Garnett Keeler PR on +44 (0)20 8647 

4467 or james.boley@garnettkeeler.com / lucy.pitcher@garnettkeeler.com 
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